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issues cover 71 release notes tags FAQs help and You are here: Home > Valve > Patch #79 – Amulets fixed; Hellbat spawning
issues fixed; sound issues fixed; Health of Hellbat fixed; Iron Talon range fixed Valve have released patch #79 for Dota 2.
Changes in the latest Dota 2 patch include the following: 1. Amulets now have a random chance to appear in the loot drop when
they are lost in-game. 2. Iron Talons no longer have the ‘Low’ health value as their description. 3. Reverting the behaviour of
getting two items of the same rarity and having them count as both. 4. Fixed a bug where Hellbats would incorrectly spawn at
levels below Hell Ray Tiles. 5. The damage from Hellbats has been adjusted. The Team Fortress 2 section of this list of major
changes has also been updated to reflect these changes. Amulets now have a random chance to appear in the loot drop when they
are lost in-game. This does not apply to the Rat’s Paw, with the Rat’s Paw having a 100% chance of dropping amulets. The Iron
Talon, the Umeboshi, and the Cheshire Cat will always drop an amulet. The Chest has a 1 in 12 chance to drop an amulet and
will not drop amulets if it is already carrying one. The Chest has a 1 in 12 chance to drop an amulet and will not drop amulets if
it is already carrying one. The Iron Talon, the Umeboshi, and the Cheshire Cat will always drop an amulet. The Rat’s Paw, the
Iron Talon, the Umeboshi, and the Cheshire Cat have a chance to drop amulets. The Rat’s Paw has a 100% chance to drop an
amulet. The Iron Talon has a 1 in 3 chance to drop an amulet. The Umeboshi has a 1 in 4 chance to drop an amulet. The
Cheshire Cat has a 1 in 5 chance to drop an amulet. Reverting the behaviour of getting two items of the same rarity and having
them count as both. This only applies if the item has a similar rarity to the other item. For example, if you have two Hellbats and
one Hellbat spawns two items. The items will still only be counted as one and the other item will not be removed 82157476af
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